Gift & Loyalty Cards
Customer retention is paramount to the
long-term success of your business
75% OF GIFT CARD
SHOPPERS SPEND 60% MORE
T H A N T H E VA L U E O F T H E
CARD

GIFT CARD PURCHASES ARE
T Y P I C A L LY B E T W E E N 2 0 %
AND 50% HIGHER THAN THE
AV E R A G E P U R C H A S E P R I C E

ALMOST 10% OF GIFT CARDS
ARE NEVER REDEEMED!

INCREASE REVENUE
Promote store cards
How about offering FREE insurance
with each item purchased with a Gift
card over £250.00?
CUT COSTS
Integrate your Chip & Pin payments
at the same time with no line rental,
low terminal rental and benefit from
faster transactions via broadband and
eliminate underpayment errors.
SAVE MONEY
Minimise discounting by offering
FREE Insurance instead and benefit
from replacement and repair
business.
Entice your customer back into store
on the anniversary of the insurance
renewal.

Loyalty is all about making customers think of your company first when a buying decision is being made.
Gift and Loyalty cards help build brand awareness and are an excellent marketing tool.

Gift Cards

Loyalty Cards

Displaying gift cards at your point of sale

Create Loyalty cards by assigning them to a

creates an impulse purchase prompt and

customer. The card helps to remind customers of

therefore increases profitability. As they hold no

the extra services and benefits they can expect

monetary value until activated, they are able to

and reminds staff of their privileged status.

be displayed openly and without risk.
The customer can choose to spend all or part of
Gift Cards motivate Customers for that

the value on the loyalty card or add more money

spontaneous purchase and encourage higher

onto it to save for the item they really want.

than average spending.
New purchases can be used to add points to the
Gift cards can also be used in place of Credit

card. Points can be allocated based on the

Notes, deferring cash movements. Simply refund

customer spend e.g. 10 points per £100.00

onto a new Gift Card.

spent. The system can be configured such
that the value of the points can either be offset
against subsequent purchases (deferred
discount) or converted into a Gift Card once a
minimum value has been attained.

Your Technology Partner

Gift & Loyalty Cards

Barcode:
We recommend using EAN 39 barcodes, although any barcode can be used which
is recognised by your EPoS scanners such as Interleaved 2 of 5 (ITF), EAN-8 etc.
Printing the barcode reference number as well as the barcode allows manual entry
at the till in case of scanning errors.
Barcode Size:
The overall size of the barcode is not important other than it should be easy to
scan, however, each barcode has it’s own specification although you should not
need to concern yourself as the card printers will deal with this aspect. Send a
sample to Bransom support to test before you buy!

Position and Colour:
Place the barcode on the reverse of the card, preferably a black barcode on a white
background for the best possible results. Good quality barcode readers will read a
black barcode on most background colours but do test before you buy.
Barcode Scanner:
All modern till scanners such as the Opticon the should read gift card barcodes.
NOTE: Older EPoS scanners such as the ORBIT SERIAL SCANNER or QUANTUM
SCANNER will NOT work with Gift Cards and must be replaced.
Card Number:
We recommend using random numbers for security, and using numbers above 10,000,000 to avoid
confusion with customer ID’s.
Multiple Stores:
Cards may be used across multiple stores with the added internet option making Gift Cards fully
transferrable between stores.Talk to us about multi-store integration!
What Next?
Choose your card supplier and design layout, order and have the Gift Card module loaded and configured by
contacting Sales on 01442 256445, sales@bransom.co.uk

Start Winning New Business!
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